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Our vision is to form the next generation of Christian leaders, ready to transform their communities and nation.
We are an organization with 30 years of experience and success helping children at risk.

Let Me Tell You About A Dear Friend
Troy Basil Collier, 87, passed away on Tuesday, July 28, 2015. He was born in Hartman, Arkansas and was a resident of Newport News, VA. Troy learned to fly during
his time serving as a U.S. Marine. Following his time in the Marines, he went to Barber School and in his career as a barber became a master stylist. Answering a call

from God he founded and directed Teen Challenge of Arkansas in 1969. In 1978 he
founded and began the work of Youth Challenge in Newport News, VA and was the
Executive Director. The numbers of lives he touched are countless. He will be greatly
missed by all who knew and loved him. He was a member of Warwick Assembly of
God and the Kiwanis Club of Oyster Point and one of the original founders of Channel
to Brazil for Christ.

Please read on to see how Troy impacted my life and the ministry of CBC.
Troy Collier

Marcondes Marques, Director

but also as a preventive program dealing with separation
in families and drug problems by extending positive role
models. These CBC children living in the slums have experienced tremendous breakthroughs in all areas of, spiritual
I met Troy through Dr. Roger Denis and his wife Nadya

Denis, who was responsible for medical care for the women’s home of Youth Challenge in Newport News. Troy invited me to work at the men’s home and I soon became the
Director. However, Troy soon began to understand my long
standing passion to help the abandoned children of Brazil.
In 1983 Troy made his first visit
to

Brazil

with

me

to

see

firsthand the widespread problem of street children. It was an
unforgettable time and most
shocking to Troy, who had never before experienced such extreme poverty.
He saw children laying in the
street half naked, covered by
cardboard and plastic papers,
hungry and alone.
On returning to Newport News,
Troy, along with Pastor James

Cheshire, from Warwick Assembly of God, Dr. Roger Denis and
wife Nadya Denis and myself,
formed what is today the ministry of Channel to Brazil for
Christ.

development, educational achievements, professional and
business careers and rebuilding family and community.
My heart is broken with Troy’s departure from this earth.
He was someone who was always there to encourage me
in difficult times and to challenge me when opportunities
arose. Troy was like a father to me. I was in America living

by myself away from my family and his roll of encouraging
and supporting me was absolutely essential to the man I
am today and the work I’m doing today with CBC. Troy will
be missed not only by family and close friends but by communities in America and Brazil alike.
Troy told me never to give up and always pursue my
dreams in obedience to God. We have to be determined
always to get to where we want to go and we can only get
there by determination and faith. Ministry in faith is different than self confidence. In ministry, dream dreams bigger
than yourself by faith and trust in God, not in yourself.
Troy always said to me, “keep your knees down and your
chin up.”
Troy’s legacy will live on in the lives of many. He has impacted the lives of children in Brazil for many generations
to come. They will be blessed because he reached out
from the comfort of America to witness the sufferings of
others in another country like Brazil, and used his life to
make a difference.

Youth Challenge was the great facilitator for the birth of
the ministry. For about five years CBC worked under the
umbrella of Youth Challenge, in the same building. Troy
had provided free office space to the ministry of CBC
where it remains to this day. In 1995 the Youth Challenge
board recognized CBC as a viable stand alone ministry that
would prosper as a separate entity. At this time we invited
friends united with our vision, to become board members,
thus creating Channel to Brazil for Christ as an established
non-profit. Troy was seated as the first president of the
board.
For 15 years the ministry began its work by rescuing children from the streets by offering a home, daily nutrition,

education and learning a trade through the bakery.
Today we work with 220 children at risk in the same slum
community, first as an educational after school program
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